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ABSTRACT
This study will apply GIS to build a tool to assist the process of Urban Renaissance. That is to build a
Decision-Making Aided of Urban Renaissance approached by Spatial Information Systems. We will use
a reality data in Kaoshiung to be the case of this study. First, we study the process of Urban Renaissance
and collect the related data of city. Second, we will create the whole structure of conception model.
Third, we operating the sequence of Urban Renaissance and build a database. Fourth, we integrate
system and test system by testing cases and show the results. Finally, we bring up the suggestion and
conclusion.

1 SUMMARY
With the view of spatial information integrated into geographical information, this
research is used for the auxiliary implements of renewal assistance for decision
making, so as to facilitate the schemers with efficient decisions when facing the issues
for urban renovation. It is also presented with some discussions about the overall
structure and operation procedure for urban renewal. Within this research, we will
hold the Kaohsiung City as a substantial example for researching material. Focusing
on the mapping, strategy, and the decision- making priority for urban renewal regions,
it is to execute a simulation research. Judging from this research result, we are able to
realize the operation procedure and reasoning model for metropolitan renovation, and
meanwhile, it is available to find that it emerges in brilliant effects for data
establishment and sack-figure analysis by using GIS to aid the process of projection.
Spatial Information System is not a novel research field, a common foundation
for Information Processing together with other divergent utilization of spatial
analyzing technologies. It is a combination of computer assistance drawing,
remote-sensing exploration, data bank management and computer assistance design,
totally 4 different professional fields. Basically, it is identical to the Geography
Information System, possessing the ability to integrate the functions of processing and
researching for Spatial Data and Attribute Data. The difference between them is the
Spatial Information System is a broadly defined term, with the adequate for the
correspondence to the research application for various space regions.
Because the mainly processed objectives of Geography Information System
(GIS) are of are of map data, although there are some familiar features of processing
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soft wares related to map and data, yet it is equipped with several unique functions.
The functions for GIS can be divided into 5 major categories: the function for map
data conversion, the pre-processed function, the function for spatial data management,
the functions of spatial analyzing, the function of layout mapping…and so on (Lin,
Fong-Tien, 1994). These functions are exactly vital for researchers of metropolitan
management. Thus, how to utilize spatial data as the subject for researches of
metropolitan issues is the foremost urgent task to follow up. Furthermore, the issue of
urban renewal is the very issue required to solve badly imminently.
The applied orders of Spatial Information can be briefly categorized into below
procedures (Liang, Ting-Pern, 1994) and these are also the basic researching methods
for this thesis study.
(1) Perception for the need of issues
(2) To develop the properly applied models by focusing the practical issues
(3) To locate the required data bank for Spatial Information
(4) To practically exercise these models by using Geography Data Bank and GIS
soft wares.
(5) To analyze the data with the solutions gained

2 URBAN RENAISSANCE
Within the metropolitan ecology modes, following after the continuous growth of
industries and population to its climax, with the change of times, it will appear
phenomenon of aging and recession. The metropolitan cities with the coming of
recession will show the deteriorated quality in environmental issues and service level
of public facilities. The government must take some measures for metropolitan
renovation when it is aging and this is what we call Urban Renewal (Chen, Bo-Ya,
1999).
Following mention is the theory review by focusing on the urban renewal
researches and their operation manners in Taiwan region.
2.1 The Research For Urban Renewal In Taiwan Region
According to the relevant researches, we can concisely perceive that the relevant
researches for Urban Renewal are chiefly concentrated on the directions of the
mapping, ordering and projecting for development strategy of metropolitan sites
(Chen, Bo-Ya, 2000). There are several methods presented currently. Within the
studies of Mr. Huang Kong-Kow, it is mainly investigated with Crowd Theory, so as to
the quality results for site development, eventually aided with tolerance ability of
region environment to map the newly required sites for renewal (Huang Kong-Kow,
1999). In addition, it is also utilized with factor quantification to establish the
evaluation indicators for Urban renewal (Chang Li-Li, 2000). Yet, this part of
researches is still deserved for practical experiments. The researching conditions of
each thesis will be detailed as below table 1.
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Judging from above mentioned relevant researches, it is available to sum up some
modes for operation reasoning against the urban renewal. However, there is only one
thesis, namely “The Project For City Plan and Urban Renewal Practical Scheme In
Kaohsiung City” conducted by the Urban Renewal Development Foundation, adopting
GIS as the auxiliary tools actually. Thus, this thesis will be mainly concentrated on it
for the major researching objective.
Table 1: The Research For Urban Renewal In Taiwan Region
Title

Author

The overall
review urban
plan about the
contents of
urban renewal
investigation
and the
principles of
the regions plan
A study of the
urban renewal
regions plan
and the
principles of he
building
flooring area.

Chen
Bo-Ya,
Chinese
Institute of
Urban
Planning.
(1999)

The study of
the urban
renewal
guiding
principle-A
case of the
San-Xia urban
plan.

Chen
Bo-Ya,
Bian
Tai-Ming.
(2000)

Source

City and
Country
Planning
Bureau,
Construction
and Planning
Administration,
Ministry of the
Interior.
Huang
Architecture and
Ding-Guo, Building
Institute of Research
Urban
Institute,
Planning. Ministry of the
(1999)
Interior.

City and
Country
Planning
Bureau,
Construction
and Planning
Administration,
Ministry of the
Interior.

Abstract
The study which is based on the essence of the
laws and considers the characteristic s of urban
use the over-layer method to draft the urban
renewal investigation items and 17 principles
of defining the boundary of a region.

There are two parts in this study, include:
1.According to the theory of crowd in
Environmental Psychology, we choose the low,
middle, and high dens community for example
to questionnaire, and use the SAS analytics to
get the result of the base develop and plan
quality what we want.
2.In the exploration and attest adept, we choose
Da-Tong region to be the target and investigate
the environment capacity in this region, and
build a new theory by checking the regional
environment capacity.
The purpose in this study is building the urban
renewal guiding principle, there are five key
points:
1.to compare with the property rights exchange,
implementation regarding urban renewal
district collection, replanning of urban land,
and agreed joint construction, and to find out
their strong and weak point.
2.To make the principles of how to plan the
property rights exchange.
3.To discuss the principles of planning the
urban renewal regions and units.
4.To build the appraise principles of the urban
renewal finance plan.
5.To analysis the applied policy of the building
flooring area and the binding donate.
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Title

Author

Construction on
Evaluation
Indicators for
Urban
Redevelopment
The plan of the
urban renewal
policy in
Kaohsiung.

Source

Abstract

Chang,
Institute for land
Li-Li(2000 administration
)
Research,
NCCU.

The purpose is building a estimate index
system to estimate a case and a effect of urban
re-development, and make it for reference by
public investment policy decision.

Urban
Regenerati
on R&D
Foundation
. 2001a
2001b)

In this study, we make the direct plan what the
urban renewal policy need for the regions of
the urban renewal and the method, and help the
Kaohsiung city government follow out the
policy of the urban renewal. And we use GIS to
help with the urban renewal process.

Bureau of Public
Works,
Kaohsiung city
government.

2.2 The Operation Method For Urban Renewal
In accordance with the review for related researches, the task items for urban renewal
can be briefly categorized as some phases such as the investigation for renewal regions,
structure analysis for urban development, preliminary selection for explorations,
mapping for renewal regions, the positioning and strategy creation for renewal
development, the priority arrangement for renewal order … and so on. The following
mention will describe the operation methods respectively and some of the phases
accessible for co-depiction will be combined as whole contents for explication.
2.2.1 The Mapping For Urban Renewal Regions
Table 2: The compared list of delimiting ways in urban renew zone
Method

The s teps of operation Excellence

1.Reject the zone
without renew terms
2.Investigate by small
zone
Sequence 3.Weighted averages
method
4.Decide the zone
renew
1.Separate small zone
2.Site investigate
3.List the result of
Classification
investigation
4.Decide the zone
renew

Defect

Tools

Spatial
Logic

1.On the basis 1.The data
of grid is
can't be
convenient to quantificatio
be digital
n
2.Statistics
2.Maybe too
analysis
subjective

1.Drawing
paper
2.Software
-Statistics
3.AutoCAD

The result of
investigation
is easy to
understand

1.Drawing
paper
Synthesis
2.Examination
3.Software
Location
-Statistics
4.AutoCAD
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Only has
words to
explain, and
not easy to
judge

Synthesis
Location

Method

The s teps of operation Excellence

1.Sampling survey
2.Analize the result of
investigation
Examination 3.Mark renew zone out
initially
4.Decide the zone
renew.
1.Site investigate
2.Graph drawing
3.Analysis graph
Overlap overlap
4.Decide the zone
renew.

Sequence

1.Reject the zone
without renew terms
2.Investigate by small
zone
3.Weighted averages
method
4.Decide the zone
renew

Can handle
the citizen's
will

Defect

Tools

1.Not whole
investigating
2.Not
getting the
surface's
information

1.Drawing
paper
2.Examination
3.Software
-Statistics
4.AutoCAD

1.Can't be
Maybe too
quantification subjective
and present it
qualitative
2.Can use the
method of
grid
1.On the basis 1.The data
of grid is
can't be
convenient to quantificatio
be digital
n
2.Statistics
2.Maybe too
analysis
subjective

1.Drawing
paper
2.Software
-Statistics
3.AutoCAD

1.Drawing
paper
2.Software
-Statistic s
3.AutoCAD

Spatial
Logic

Location

Synthesis
Location

Synthesis
Location

For the sake of concise explanation, in this section, the 4 phases of the investigation
for renewal regions, structure analysis for urban development, preliminary selection
for explorations, and mapping for renewal regions will be discussed together. Through
the documentary review and integration, we can understand that under current phases,
the adopted methods can be divided into below items. Seeing from table 2, we can
realize their operation methods and features, along with the operation tools utilized at
present. The tools adopted are only mentioned required by current related researches
for the explanation of project execution, not purely vital for projects or simultaneously
existing in the project process.
Within this research, it is operated with GIS to aid the operation for project
process. Therefore, based on table 3, we will make the overall comparisons for the
methods of project, so as to realize their advantages and disadvantages, as well as
application feasibilities for GIS. In addition to judging the features of convenience,
economic, completeness and democracy, we also add the coordinate availabilities of
GIS for evaluating. Knowing from the table, after the evaluation, the sack-figure for
initial exploration is the superior project method. Therefore, within the following
subsequent researches, we will adopt it as the project method.
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Table 3: The estimate list of delimiting ways in urban renew zone
The ways
The work of
convenient
The work of
economy
The work of
considered
The work of
democracy
To match up
with GIS
Sort

Sequence Classification Examination Overlap

3

4
Excellence

Good

5
Normal

3
Bad

Subjective Initial
overlap overlap

2

1

2.2.2 Re-developing Position and Strategy Mapping for Renewal Regions
Within the relevant urban renewal researches of previous periods, most are
concentrating on the discussion about the mapping for renewal regions and the priority
order. Yet among the relevant researches conducted the government organizations, for
the sake of satisfying overall Urban of development demands after the renovation on
the renewal regions, together with proper role playing, consequently it is hopefully to
scheme up the posit ion and strategy for re-developing projects posterior to the
mapping of renewal regions, depending on their local features. Their mapping
logistics are inclusive of 2 parts of features and synthesis. Moreover, according to the
current researches (Urban Re newal Development Foundation, 2001a), the developing
strategies for each area are briefly categorized into 2 major patterns:
Pattern 1: Catalysts For Aggressive Development
Through the re-developing for the mentioned areas, it is available to activate the
re-developing effect all over the urban regions with their re-developing levels involved
into reviving and transmuting industries, along with the infusion for major
infrastructure establishments.
Pattern 2: Improvement For Inferior Regions
This type of renewal regions is numerously inferior environmental quality or the
serious issues arising in the possession of land right. It is definitely required to solve
theses problems by using urban renewal otherwise in failure. When executing practical
operation, we can subdivide into some minor items based on their local features.
Within this research, we will employ the case of Kaohsiung City as the project
example. The current research is to categorize them into 8 subdivisions (Refer to Table
4) with the operation procedures as following:
(1) Establishment For The Tables Of Genus Depiction (Text Depiction)
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(2) Questionnaire Survey (Government Agencies, The general public, the
professionals…along with the relevant personnel.)
(3) Integrated Evaluation Analysis (Collective Discussion)
(4) The Decision Making For Position and Strategy of Renewal Regions
Table 4: The Strategy of Urban Renaissance
Two Type

Eight Basic Kind

Old downtown are/ A
reviviscent type
Important development /
A catalytic type
The type of renewal Traffic point/TOD
by catalysis policy
A river bank renew
Industry transform

Historical interest
/conservation and
construction
The type of
A building in the old
environment improve community/an
and renewal
improvement type
Land ownership /a
problematic type

Elucidation
Urban renew and redevelop
It will match up important
investment, and import the new firms
The edge of area will be developed
by traffic construction
Environment will be developed by
river bank
It will transform the industrial
structure, and match up the direction
of development for government
It mold a regionalism forms by
Historical interest
It rebuild and dismantle of old
building by urban renew
Because of the land ownership is
very complexity, so it must be
improved by urban renew

2.2.3 The Priority Order For The Execution of Urban Renaissance Regions
The arrangement for priority order, it is the main reference information adopted by the
execution for urban Renaissance policies. It will not obstacle the application right of
private industries for urban renewal. The priority order for each area should be
feasibly altered based on the changes of practical environment changes, time-table
alternatives and the intention of the general public…and so on, equipped with the
feasible features. Seeing below mentions, we realize the current priority order for
urban renaissance through documentary review and integration and they can be mainly
divided into several items as following, Refer to Table 5.
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Table 5: The methods of the sequence of Urban Renaissance
The mode of
Operating sequence
plan
the evaluated 1.valuation standard(related factor)
method(Huang 2.comprehensive valuation of related personage
, Jian-Er, 1985) 3.order of prosecution sequence

Tools

statistic
analysis
software,
questionnai
re
AHP(Chang, 1.design a inquisitional question paper
statistic
Cong-Ming,
2.experts set up a factor in a principle
analysis
1985)
3.the arithmetic mean method, the mean proportional method software,
4. Get an average value for each area
questionnai
5. Select the sequence to carry out
re
The factor
Applying the tagmeme evaluated point, to evaluate how many statistic
analysis
points the factors get, and to decide the timing to do.
analysis
method(Wang,
software,
Zhen-Ying)
questionnai
re
MCDM
1.Using SAW to evaluate the order of the urban renwal
statistic
(Urban
regions.
analysis
Regeneration 2.The evaluated model: MCDM using the circuitous scoring
software,
R&D
method of quadratic, this is structure:
questionnai
Foundation,
Evaluated matrix(Eij ) = Scoring matrix(Sik )×Weigh matrix(W kj ) re
2001)
i the case which is waiting for evaluating, it’s the urban
renewal regions here.
k the evaluated factor, it’s a parameter which measure the
situations of the urban renewal regions.
j the person who evaluate.
Eij the final result of evaluating, it can get the all scores and
order from every case.

Method

Sequence

Sequence

Sequence

Sequence

2.3 Sub-conclusion
Judging from above analysis, it is available to briefly divide the phase of urban
renaissance in to the items such as Location, Sequence, Feature and Synthesis, totally
4 items (Shown as table 6). In the following research contents, we will employ them as
the categorizing basis to select different tasks for practical operation.
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Table 6: The method of planning operation in urban renew
Steps

Illustration

Application

According to the purpose, point out the
Location zone that fill the bill

1.Delimit initially
2.Delimit blocks renew
3. Delimit zone renew
Make the renew sequence in turn

According to the needs and standard
To proceed sequence and to give grades
Give different zone to have individual or
Feature
the same feature
According to the planning needs
Synthesis To proceed blocks and zone's Synthesis
and group

Sequence

Decide the zone renew and draw up the
tactic
1.Delimit renew zone
2.Draw up the attribute of zone renew

3 BASIC DATABASE FOR URBAN RENAISSANCE SPACE
Using MapInfo to build a working platform to deal with the information. In order to
infer some information, the information is classified to basic items and important
items. Basic items include Government major construction, Old building distribution,
Unfinished development area, The unsafe building distribution, etc(Wen,
Kuo-chung,2000a). It’s working steps including data translation, records translation,
etc. (example: figure 1)
AutoCAD
translatio n
translation

MicroS

tation

MapInfo
Urban Renaissance system

translation

Data Base
redraw

Image

Figure 1: Dealing with the urban spatial information
Besides, this research classifies the important items to four categories. Policy (A): to
point the place where should be renewal as soon as possible according to the
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regulation of urban renewal. Practical environment (B): to point the place where
should be renewal priority according to the regulation of urban renewal. Society
environment (C): the place where maybe need to be renewal. Excluding (D): the
excluding place.
Table 7: Base-data Items
ID
01

Base-data item
Government major
construction

The unsafe building
distribution
03 Old building distribution
The historical building
04
distribution
Buffer of Government
05
major construction
Public major construct
06
02

07
08
09
10
11
12

Historical street area
distribution
Buffer of Public major
construction
Chiefs suggest renew area
Citizen suggest renew area
Unfinished development
area
Records suggest area

Description
Government designated the High-speed railway, railroad
station, a rapid transit system station, multi-function
commerce area etc.
The building under 2 floor and unable to fire prevention.
The building was built before 1970.
Government designated the historical building.
Block near the government major construction. (in
1000M)
Public or government chiefs designated the popular major
construction.
Commemorate buildings or historical street area
Block near the public major construction.(in 100M)
First-class chiefs suggest renew area
Citizen suggest renew area
The thesis of house construct plan in 1996 and the study of
urban renew suggest renew area.
Include sensitive geology area, grave area

Protect area, limited
development area
Water area, river course, Include the protected water area
14
lakes
15 Large public facilities area A stadium, large park(2ha.), city hall, airport, port etc.
16 A farm belt
Industry area(near sea), process export area, process
17 Property development area
export area.
18 Finished development area Exclude suggest old village area
13

3.1 Important Items Established
Using the SLQ of MapInfo to analyze and overlay the base-data items. In this study,
we use three ways to make the important-data items: First type is base-data area
greater than block area. Second type is base-data area smaller than block area. Third
type is base-data area equal to block area. We will take an example to explain each
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type of the way we used.
Table 8: The analyze and overlay types in this study
ID
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Base-data item
Government major construction
The unsafe building distribution
Old building distribution
The historical building distribution
Buffer of Government major construction
Public major construct
Historical street area distribution
Buffer of Public major construction
Chiefs suggest renew area
Citizen suggest renew area
Unfinished development area
Records suggest area
Protect area, limited development area
Water area, river course, lakes
Large public facilities area
A farm belt
Property development area
Finished development area

3.1.1 First type is base-data area Greater than block area
Take ”Government major construction” for example
Step 1: Fill Attribute
Fields {Block. id, Major construction. name " Major
construction. name"}
Tables {Major construction, Block}
Where {Block. obj within Major construction. obj}
Group {}
Order {}
Into {selection}
Browse
Step 2: Table smaller than->Update Column
Table to Update {Block}
Column to Update {Major construction }
Get Value From Table {last Query?}
Calculate {Value}
Of {Major construction. name <> ""}
Browse
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Type

3.1.2 Second type is base-data area < block area
Take ”The unsafe building distribution ”for example.
Step 1: Select Objects Update column
Add the block ID to building table
Table to Update {Building}
Column to Update {Block ID}
Get Value From Table {Block}
Calculate {Value}
Of {Block.. id}
Browse
JOIN Block. obj contains Building. obj
Step 2: Aggregation area of Building by Block
Fields {Block. id, sum ( area (Building. obj, "sq km" ) ) "
Building area", area (Block .obj, "sq km" ) " Block area"}
Tables {Building, Block}
Where {Building. obj within Block. obj and Building. struct <>
"R" and Building. buildheight <= 2}
Group {Block. id }
Order {}
Into {selection}
Browse
Step 3: Table->Update Column
Table to Update {Block}
Column to Update {Unsafe building }
Get Value From Table {Last Query}
Calculate {Value}
Of {round(Building area / Block area * 100, 0.1)}
Browse
JOIN Block. id match Block. id
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3.1.3 Third type is base-data area equal to block area
Take “A farm belt” for example.
Step 1: Table->Update Column…
Table to Update {Block}
Column to Update {Farm}
Get Value From Table {A farm belt}
Calculate {Value}
Of {Farm. name <> ""}
Browse

3.3 Blocks Data Established
We can build the database of each block’s feature by the table we built before (0 is Yes
and 1 is No)
Table 9: Date of block feature established

1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
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08

09

10

11

12
Records suggest
area

Old building
distribution

1
1
1
1
1

07

Unfinished
development area

The unsafe
building distribution

0
1
0
0
0

06

Citizen suggest
renew area

Government major
construction

1
2
3
4
5

05

Chiefs suggest
renew area

Block
ID

04

Buffer of Public
major construction

03

Historical street area
distribution

02

Public major
construct
Buffer of
Government major
construction
The historical
building distribution

01

1
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
1

0
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
1

0
1
0
0
1

4 THE RENEWAL OPERATION MODES FOR SPATIAL INFORMATION
SYSTEM
Current relevant regulations are chiefly focusing on the investigation survey on the
subjects of urban renaissance regions, the limits aping for renewal regions and the
renewal directions with the relevant regulations of principle merely, yet inferior and
rough in the regulations about practical operation. If it is required to apply to the GIS,
it is a must to establish reasoning modes and analysis methods of more concise logic.
Within this research, the urban renaissance’s reasoning procedures of GIS is shown as
below, Figure 2. The detailed depiction for each division will be described in the
following paragraphs.
As per the practical operation for currently relevant researches, they are merely
analyzed and operated with GIS onto the parts of mapping areas of urban renaissance.
The parts concerned with priority order and scheming for development strategy are not
practically applied to GIS yet.
U r b a n renaissance
rules

Urban spatial
information

The database of urban
spatial information

Mapping for urban
renaissance Region

The Re -developing Position
And Strategy creation For
Urban renaissance Region

Priority Execution For
Urban renaissance Regions

Figure 2: The inference process of urban renaissance by GIS
4.1 Mapping For Urban Renaissance Region
4.1.1 The Establishment For Modes Of Analysis Reasoning
By using the information of previous information genus table for street schemes (Table
9), we execute the further GIS analysis to map the renewal regions. When adopting the
GIS to analyze, the select logics are shown as table 10. Among them, Ta means the
total items for Policy Level (Category A), and Tb, Tc, Td respectively mean the total
of Substantial Levels(Category B).Socio-economic Level(Category C), and Exclusion
Limits (Category D).
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Table 10: Analysis And Inference Model
Analyzing procedure

Illustrate

To classify the important items to four categories
Beside the important items, they increase the sum column
To build important item’s table of each category(Ta, Tb, Tc and Td).
Setting each category’s weight depend on their important.
For example:
(1)Ta 1 1
(2)Tb= 1 0.5
Weight setting
(3)Tb 2 1
(4)Tc= 1 0.25
(5)Tb 2 0.5
(6)Td 1 excluded
If Td=0 R [Ta]+[Tb]+[Tc]
The rule of urban renaissance
If Td 1 R 0
The standard of mapping for If R 1 Mapping for urban renaissance Region
urban renaissance Region
Information classification

4.1.2 The Initial Mapping For Street Renewal
By employing the SQL functions of MapInfo, together with the reasoning analysis
modes of table 9, we initially select the mapped street schemes required for urban
renaissance.
4.1.3 Mapping For Renewal Region
According to the initial mapping for renewal region, we also adjust the boundaries by
referring to below 3 items to scheme up the urban renaissance areas:
(1) Street Boundaries Within the Cit Schemes, the overall and detailed boundaries
are mainly specified with traffic roads.
(2) Natural Boundaries: They are specified with rivers, lakes, seaports and forest.
(3) Artificial Boundaries The borders are specified with between cities and counties,
together with boundaries of City Schemes (Detailed Scheme).
4.1.4 The Genus Establishment For Renewal Region
Because the previous specifications are mainly analyzed with street boundaries,
resulting in the definite genus. When mapping renewal regions, they are combined
with several street boundaries, they are thus required to redefine the genus, so as to
create the basis for priority arrangement and development strategy establishment of
the renewal regions. The genus information is mainly created with artificial judgment
and collective discussion with 2 major framework tables: One is the Mapping
Condition Table for urban renaissance regions (Table 11) and the other is Solution
Depiction Table for Urban renaissance Regions created and analyzed by the
availabilities and requirement for execution of Urban renaissance Region. (Table 12)
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Table 11: Date of block feature established

Citizen suggest
renew area

Unfinished
development area

Records suggest
area

0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
1

0
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
1

0
1
0
0
1

Buffer of
Government major

12

construction
The
historical
building distribution

11

Old building
distribution

10

The unsafe
building distribution

09

Government major
construction

08

Block Number

07

Area(ha)

06

Block ID

05

Chiefs suggest
renew area

04

Buffer of Public
major construction

03

Historical street area
distribution

02

Public major
construct

01

1
2
3
4
5

6.69
19.94
63.56
101.72
62.34

6
25
95
15
61

0
1
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
1

4.2 The Re-developing Position And Strategy creation For Urban renaissance
Region
Under the current operation of this part, in practice, it is not aided with GIS onto its
project process. The re-developing position and strategy creation are chiefly
determined based on the professional questionnaires and collective discussions. We
will make a summarized depiction as below.
4.2.1 Genus Analysis For Renewal Region
For the sake of readily accessible creation for re-developing position and strategy
creation, it is required to integrate the genus tables of each renewal region (Refer to
table 11 and table 12), and the professionals will execute the professional
questionnaires and collective discussion conveniently.
4.2.2 Confirmation for The Position and Strategy of Region Development
Based on the rudimental genus information tables for each street boundary, together
with the process of professional questionnaires and collective discussions, we can
confirm the developing position and strategy for each region.
4.3 Priority Execution For Urban renaissance Regions
As per the priority execution for renewal regions, its major function is to provide the
government with the reference accordance for next action, and execute the urban
renaissance schemes and the environmental renovation engineering with the
integration of administrative and financial implements as well as the limited resources.
The operation procedures are described as below.
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Table 12: An execution table of the urban renaissance region
NO.
1
2
3

4

Nan-zi
Nan-zi’s old
town

Nan-zi
Original Chung
gang area

Nan-zi
Hou jing area

Nan-zi
Oil refinery

Square (ha)
Public land distribute
(p.s.)
Street Block
environment
disorderly and
confused
Slump

6.69
E

19.94
D

63.56
E

101.72
C

Old houses

Old houses

Live

Residence area

subway

subway

Suggestion by
neighborhood

Suggestion by
public

Attribute analyze
Situation

District
Urban renew area

New residential Old houses
district with a
little old houses

Tradition
market

Public invest plan The volition and
suggestion of
urban renew
Public land
distribute

-

Old fishing
village low
economical
Near the
university plan
Suggestion of
research

A few, park and Most few
parking land are
not yet be
developed

The plastic
factory of
veteran
serviceman

The effect of
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4.3.1 Establishment For Basic Data
In order to evaluate readily, it is required to integrate the genus depiction tables for
each renewal regions (Refer to table 11 and table 12).
4.3.2 Confirmation For Evaluation Method
For obedience to features of operation feasibilities and majority decision, within the
relevant researches, we adopt Multi-Criteria Decision Making, namely MCDM,
together with the Simple Additional Weight to emulate the priority for urban
renaissance regions. Their evaluation modes: MCDM adopts the secondary indirect
evaluation with its brief introduction described as below:
Evaluation Matrix Eij Evaluation Matrix Sik ×Weight Matrix Wkj
i: The solution waiting for evaluation, hereby, it means the urban renaissance
regions.
k: Evaluation factor, it means the setting parameter for urban renaissance
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evaluation.
j: Evaluator
Evaluation Matrix Eij : The finalized result of evaluation, it is available to acquire
the score sum and priority for each solution.
Evaluation Matrix (Sik ), Weight Matrix (Wkj) Raging from 1~10 score.
4.3.3 Professional Questionnaires Survey
(1) Evaluation Table : The renewal region are initially evaluated by professionals,
scholars and the relevant researchers for scoring.
(2) Weight Table: In addition to professional questionnaires, we add another weight
scoring of researchers.
4.3.4 Evaluation Analysis
Auditing the evaluation tables with ratio method, we regard the evaluation tables
and weight tables as scoring matrixes and weight matrixes. Through the multiple of
matrixes, we can calculate the evaluation matrixes for the priority for each renewal
regions.
4.3.5 Improving Method
When there too many projects waiting for evaluation of renewal region, it is
inconvenient to execute MCDM. The better solution is that after calculating the initial
evaluation results, we select the first 20% regions for the secondary evaluation of
urban renaissance panels.
5 THE RESULT OF THE MAPPING REGION OF URBAN RENAISSANCE

Figure 3: Urban plan

Figure 4: Zoning Detail of Urban Plan
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Figure 5: Buildings structure

Figure 6: The ownership of the land

Figure 7: The ownership of the land

Figure 8: Traffic system
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Figure 9: Suggestion by neighborhood

Figure 10: The result of spatial analysis

6 CONCLUSION
Knowing from the above-mentioned analysis, within the current process of urban
renaissance project, GIS is chiefly playing the roles of data procession and lay-out,
with the exalting efficiency over all the whole projecting process. But within the parts
of analysis, apart from the parts of definite reasoning for urban renaissance which is
available for application of GIS partially, the priority arrangement and mapping for
renewal region are associated with more artificial experience judgment and strategy
creation and when adopting GIS, it is therefore the more difficult parts for GIS to deal
with.
Below mention will further detail the operation process, method and problems
arisen when GIS is applied to urban renaissance. When establishing the basic data for
urban space, it is according to the gathering and field exploring for the data bank
creation of urban space. Within the developing structure of urban space, it is chiefly
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based on the creation for data bank and lay out the stacked and relevant drawings with
the analysis of stack drawings. During the initial exploration, it is to utilize the
established data for land utilization, so as to delete the regions of no renewal
conditions. When initially the selection for street renewal, it is to utilize the
pre-designed project logic and stack figure analysis to select the street schemes
required for renewal. As per the mapping for renewal regions, it is to utilize natural
and artificial boundaries and assimilation of street genus and adopt the integrated
judgment to create groups previously, eventually mapping the renewal regions.
Furthermore, the tasks for creating attribute data of renewal regions is chiefly
described by artificial judgment and reasoning with the reference to the attribute data
of street schemes and relevant basic drawings. GIS is simply to provide the drawings
for reference, but the developing position and strategy creation is determined by the
results of collective discussions from relevant personnel by referring to the attribute
data for each region. GIS is merely accessible for data procession of no ability for
direct judgment. Eventually, through arranging renewal priority and referring to the
attribute data for each region, it is finalized with the results from the questionnaires
and collective discussions.
Knowing from above mention, under the strategy creation for renewal region
development, priority arrangement…and son, most are required for the integrated
discussion from artificial experiences, and judgment with the finalized result gained.
Within this type of problems, the computer aid project is deficient in auxiliary tools for
projecting. As a consequence, how to equip GIS with the artificially integrated
judgment and reasoning ability is the subsequently main and significant topic for GIS
researches.
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